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A B S T R A C T   

Metal ions, including biologically prevalent sodium ions, can modulate electrostatic interactions frequently 
involved in the stability of condensed compartments in cells. Quantitative characterization of heterogeneous ion 
dynamics inside biomolecular condensates demands new experimental approaches. Here we develop a 23Na NMR 
relaxation-based integrative approach to probe dynamics of sodium ions inside agarose gels as a model system. 
We exploit the electric quadrupole moment of spin-3/2 23Na nuclei and, through combination of single-quantum 
and triple-quantum-filtered 23Na NMR relaxation methods, disentangle the relaxation contribution of different 
populations of sodium ions inside gels. Three populations of sodium ions are identified: a population with bi- 
exponential relaxation representing ions within the slow motion regime and two populations with mono- 
exponential relaxation but at different rates. Our study demonstrates the dynamical heterogeneity of sodium 
ions inside agarose gels and presents a new experimental approach for monitoring dynamics of sodium and other 
spin-3/2 ions (e.g. chloride) in condensed environments.   

1. Introduction 

Complex coacervation of proteins and ribonucleic acids has recently 
emerged as the key physicochemical mechanism underlying formation 
of membrane-less compartments inside cells [1]. The condensed phases 
formed through coacervation exhibit diverse material and biophysical 
properties ranging from liquid-like droplets to gel- and solid-like con-
densates [2]. Multivalent interactions, especially electrostatic in-
teractions, are often the main driving force governing the formation of 
these condensates [3]. Various factors, such as charge-altering post-
translational modifications and presence of metal ions, can modulate the 
network of electrostatic interactions among proteins and ribonucleic 
acids, hence regulate formation and dissolution of these condensates and 
tune their properties [4,5]. Besides, functional dynamics of bio-
molecules are coupled with motions of water molecules and ions within 
the highly crowded and frequently confined interior of these compart-
ments [6]. Despite their potential importance in the function of these 
cellular compartments in health and disease [3], little is known about 

metal ion dynamics inside them. This is partly because of the experi-
mental challenges to access heterogeneous ion dynamics inside biolog-
ical condensates. 

Here, we employ 23Na NMR relaxation methods and investigate 
dynamics of biologically prevalent sodium ions dissolved in agarose gels 
as a model system. Agarose is a linear polymer of mainly uncharged 
disaccharide units, which is soluble in water at high temperatures but 
undergoes coil-to-double helix transition upon cooling and forms three- 
dimensional networks of helical aggregates as gels [7]. Sodium ion is a 
vital component of biological tissues, with intracellular concentrations 
ranging between 10–15 mM. The NMR active isotope of sodium is 23Na, 
a spin-3/2 quadrupolar nucleus with natural abundance of almost 100 % 
and Larmor frequency of approximately 26 % of protons [8]. Dynamical 
behavior of sodium ions in agarose gels (or other porous materials) has 
been previously studied using single-quantum [9,10] or triple-quantum- 
filtered 23Na NMR relaxation methods [11,12], respectively reporting 
the average dynamical behavior of “free” and “bound” or only that of 
“bound” sodium ions. Here, however, we exploit the quadrupolar 
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relaxation of 23Na nuclei and develop an integrative approach through 
combination of single-quantum and triple-quantum-filtered 23Na NMR 
relaxation methods. The integrative approach so developed allows 
revealing the heterogeneous dynamics of sodium ions inside agarose 
gels. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Preparation of agarose gels for NMR experiments 

The agarose was acquired from Biozym (LE GeneticPure Agarose). 
Agarose gel samples were prepared as follows: the agarose powder was 
mixed with the corresponding amount of 100 mM NaCl (Sigma Aldrich) 
in deionized water to result in the given percentage gel (3–15 % 
agarose). The mixture was then subjected to a short period of microwave 
irradiation. When the agarose was fully solubilized, a 2–3 cm long 
sawed-off 5 mm NMR tube was inserted into the mixture to obtain a 
fragment suitable for inserting it into the NMR tube used for the actual 
experiments. For this, quartz glass 5 mm EPR tubes (Wilmad) were used 
after shortening them to a suitable length for NMR measurements. The 
transfer of gel samples was accomplished by pushing the sufficiently 
cooled gel fragment into the EPR tube that was subsequently submerged 
in a hot water bath close to the boiling point. This re-liquefied the gel 
inside the tube. By careful agitation of the tube, homogeneity of the 
samples was ensured during the heating process and air-bubbles were 
dissipated. The finished samples were left to cool at room temperature 
and sealed afterwards with a regular NMR tube cap and parafilm. The 
upper limit of 15 % for agarose concentration in our study was chosen 
for practical reasons, as it proved extremely difficult to prepare homo-
geneous agarose gels at higher concentrations inside NMR tubes 
following the above-described procedure. 

2.2. NMR experiments 

All NMR experiments were conducted at an Avance III HD Bruker 
spectrometer (Bruker, Germany) with a proton Larmor frequency of 
400.13 MHz, equipped with a room-temperature triple resonance 
broadband (TBO) probe, at 298 K. 

2.2.1. T1 relaxation of water 1H 
The longitudinal spin–lattice (T1) relaxation of water 1H was 

measured through standard saturation-recovery experiments, as 
described before [13]. Briefly, after a long recycle delay, d1, of 30 s, 
during which a continuous-wave (cw) irradiation at 100 Hz RF field 
strength applied on-resonance saturated water proton signal, there fol-
lowed a block of variable duration (relaxation time, t between: 0.005 
and 15.0 s). This allowed the T1 relaxation-dependent recovery of the 
water proton signal and the intensity of recovered water proton signal 
was measured through a simple pulse-acquire experiment. To reduce the 
interference from radiation damping effects, the intensity of recovered 
signal was evaluated through integrated area intensity that equals the 
first point of FID, rather than peak height intensity, as recommended in 
ref. [14]. The signal intensity (I) vs relaxation time (t) data were then 
fitted to a single-exponential function, 

I = a(1 − e− t/T1 ) (1)  

2.2.2. T1 relaxation of water 17O 
The natural abundance 17O experiments were performed at a Bruker 

spectrometer with 1H Larmor frequency of 400.13 MHz, at which the 
inner broadband coil of the TBO probe was tuned and matched at the 
17O Larmor frequency of ~ 54.24 MHz. The T1 relaxation of water 17O 
was measured using the standard inversion-recovery experiment, as 
described before [15]. Briefly, after a sufficiently long total recycle 
delay, d1 + acq, of ca. 0.66 s ensuring the complete recovery of Boltz-
mann magnetization for the quadrupolar 17O nuclei, the 17O 

magnetization was inverted using an on-resonance 180◦ pulse. Then, 
after a block of variable duration (0.25–30 ms), which led to the T1 
relaxation-dependent recovery of Boltzmann magnetization, the recov-
ered signal intensity was measured through a simple pulse-acquire 
experiment. As expected under the so-called “extreme-narrowing” 
regime, the recovery of 17O signal intensity (I) was nicely fit to the 
single-exponential recovery function, 

I = a(1 − 2be− t/T1 ) (2) 

through which the T1 relaxation times could be obtained. According 
to Redfield’s relaxation theory, in the extreme narrowing regime where 
ω0τc≫1 (ω0, Larmor frequency, τc, rotational correlation time), the T1 
relaxation time of half-integer quadrupolar spins such as 17O is identical 
to transverse spin–spin (T2) relaxation time and is inversely proportional 
to τc, as in Eq. (3), 

1
T1

=
1
T2

=
3π2

10

(
2S + 3

S2(2S − 1)

)

χ2(1 +
η2

3
)τc (3)  

where I is the spin quantum number (S = 5/2 for 17O), χ = e2Qqzz/h is 
the quadrupolar coupling constant (CQ), Q is the quadrupole moment (Q 
= − 0.0256 barn for 17O), and η is the asymmetry parameter repre-
senting the deviation of the electric field gradient (EFG) tensor q from 
axial symmetry [16]. 

2.2.3. 1H and 23Na NMR diffusion experiments 
Diffusion coefficients (D) of water molecules and sodium ions were 

measured through 1H- or 23Na-based pulse-field-gradient (PFG)-NMR 
experiments, respectively. The standard stimulation-echo based pulse 
sequence of stebpgp1s was used for PFG-NMR diffusion measurements. 
The known diffusion coefficient of residual HDO in 99.8 % D2O at 25 ◦C 
(1.900 × 10-9 m2.s− 1) was used for gradient calibration. The magnetic 
field z-gradient-based intensity attenuation data were fitted to standard 
Stejskal-Tanner (ST) equation, 

I = I0exp(− DQ) (4)  

with Q = γ2δ2(Δ − δ/3)g2, where γ is gyromagnetic ratio of the corre-
sponding nucleus, g is magnetic field z-gradient strength and Δ and δ are 
respectively big and little diffusion delays [17]. As for the 1H T1 relax-
ation data, the intensity for this nucleus was determined by taking the 
integrated area intensity. For 23Na, the peak height was used for the 
analysis. Depending on the nucleus type and experimental condition e.g. 
temperature, the big and little diffusion delays were adjusted to ensure 
sufficient gradient-dependent decay in signal intensities, while simul-
taneously minimizing relaxation-dependent intensity losses during 
diffusion delays. 

2.2.4. Spectral parameters for 23Na relaxation measurements 
All experiments were acquired with the same acquisition parameters, 

except for the number of scans (NS), which for the sake of improving the 
signal-to-noise ratio, varied from sample to sample: 0.25 s for the recycle 
delay (d1); 201.3077 ppm for the spectral width (SW) and 0.1922389 s 
for the acquisition time (AQ, tacq). The Supplementary Table S1 sum-
marizes the NS parameters used for each sample in various experiments. 
For each sample, the 90◦-pulse length was optimized using a 180◦-pulse 
experiment, during which the null signal was observed. The optimal 90◦- 
pulse length varied between 23.6 μs and 24.0 μs for different samples. 
The Supplementary Fig. S3A–E depicts various NMR pulse sequences 
used for 23Na NMR relaxation measurements. 

2.2.4.1. T1 And T2 relaxation of 23Na ions. The 23Na NMR experiments 
were conducted at a Bruker spectrometer with 1H Larmor frequency of 
400.13 MHz, at which the inner broadband coil of the TBO probe was 
tuned and matched at ~ 105.84 MHz, corresponding to 23Na Larmor 
frequency. The T1 relaxation times of 23Na were measured through 
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standard inversion-recovery (IR) experiments (Fig. S3B) [18]. For 23Na 
T1 experiments, relaxation delays between 0.25 and 240 ms were used. 
A total recycle delay (d1 + acq) of ca. 0.67 s was used. The T2 relaxation 
times of 23Na ions were measured through standard Spin-Echo (SE) 
filtered experiments (Fig. S3C) [19]. Five different filtering delays (2Δ) 
of 0.2, 2, 4, 10 and 20 ms were used, and for each of them, the relaxation 
delay tmix was varied between 0.1 and 140 ms. 

2.2.4.2. Acquisition of triple quantum filtered 23Na experiments. The 
NMR pulse sequences for transverse and longitudinal Triple Quantum 
Filtering (T2-TQF and T1-TQF) experiments are shown in Fig. S4D and E, 
respectively [20,21]. Briefly, in the T2-TQF sequence (Fig. S3D), the first 
90◦ pulse converts the z-magnetization to a rank-1 single-quantum 
coherence. Then, because of bi-exponential transverse relaxation during 
the relaxation delay τ, the density operator is evolved to a mixture of 
rank-1 and rank-3 single-quantum coherences. The 180◦ pulse at the 
middle of the relaxation delay only refocuses the possible phase (offset) 
evolution and does not affect relaxation. The 90◦ pulse at the end of 
relaxation delay then creates higher orders (double-quantum and triple- 
quantum) of the rank-3 coherence, without affecting its rank. The 
appropriate phase cycling of these pulses (and the receiver) then selects 
the created rank-3 triple-quantum coherence. Finally, the third 90◦ pulse 
reconverts the rank-3 triple-quantum coherence into a rank-3 single- 
quantum coherence. This coherence is not directly visible, but due to the 
bi-exponential relaxation process occurring during acquisition (tacq), it is 
transformed to a mixture of rank-3 and rank-1 single-quantum coher-
ence, which the latter can be directly detected. As a result, the NMR 
signal (Free Induction Decay, FID) starts at zero, builds-up and decays 
during tacq. In the T1-TQF sequence (Fig. S3E), a similar path of events 
occurs except that the initial 180◦ pulse creates a rank-1 zero-quantum 
coherence, which is subject to bi-exponential longitudinal relaxation 
during the relaxation delay τ, hence evolves to a mixture of rank-1 and 
rank-3 zero-quantum coherences during this period. In the T2-TQF ex-
periments, the relaxation delay τ was varied between 0.1 and 60 ms. In 
the T1-TQF experiments, the relaxation delay τ was varied between 0.05 
and 70 ms. 

2.2.4.3. Numerical simulations. Numerical simulations were performed, 
solving the equation of motion (eqs. 6 and 18 in ref. [22]), where the 
static Hamiltonian consisted of the RF field Hamiltonian (if applied) and 
the fluctuating quadrupole Hamiltonian. The fluctuating quadrupolar 
interaction was described in the framework of the Redfield relaxation 
theory [22,23]. A set of tensor differential equations, as detailed in ref. 
[20], was derived, including 15 basis symmetric and antisymmetric 
tensor operators (excluding the identity operator) ranging from rank 1 to 
3 (Eq. (1) in ref. [22]). These equations depended on the RF-field pulses 
(if applied) and three spectral density values (Eq. (9) below): J0, J1 and 
J2 [20]. 

The simulated IR, filtered-SE and TQF experiments mimicked the 
Bruker experiments, consisting of the mixing (tmix) and acquisition (tacq) 
blocks, with the signal, S

(
tmix; tacq

)
, depending on them. The Fast Fourier 

Transform (FFT, MATLAB R2019b) was applied on the detected 
dimension: S(tmix) = FFT

{
S
(
tmix; tacq

) }
. In simulations, the mixing time 

values were the same as in Bruker experiments (see the previous sec-
tion). The detected parameters were 118.1 ppm for the spectral width 
(SW) and 0.2 s for the acquisition time (AQ, tacq). 

2.2.4.4. Analysis of 23Na NMR data. As described above, for each 
sample, we collected 23Na NMR relaxation data from Inversion Recovery 
(IR), filtered Spin Echo (SE), transverse Triple Quantum Filtered (T2- 
TQF) and longitudinal Triple Quantum Filtered (T1-TQF) experiments. 
Due to practical limitations, the T1-TQF data could not be collected for 
the 9 % Agarose gel sample. All data were analyzed independently for 
each sample. The analysis of experimental data for each sample involved 
three steps: 

Step 1. First, we analyzed IR and filtered-SE data, using the Inversion 
Laplace Transform (ILT) algorithm [24]. This analysis allowed obtaining 
T1 and T2 values, which were used in the subsequent steps as constraints. 
Further details regarding this analysis are available in the Supplemen-
tary Information, ‘Inversion Laplace Transform’ section. 

Step 2. Secondly, we analyzed data from T2-TQF and T1-TQF ex-
periments. This analysis allowed obtaining the spectral densities, J0, J1 
and J2. [20] To achieve it, we compared the experimental and the 
analytical solutions of T2-TQF (Eq. (5) and T1-TQF (Eq. (6) experiments 
[22], 

ST2− TQF
(
τ; tacq

)
=

9
40
[
e− (J0+J1)τ − e− (J1+J2)τ

][
e− (J0+J1)tacq − e− (J1+J2)tacq

]
(5)  

ST1− TQF
(
τ; tacq

)
=

3
10
[
e− (2J1)τ − e− (2J2)τ

][
e− (J0+J1)tacq − e− (J1+J2)tacq

]
(6)  

with the Fast Fourier Transform implemented on the acquisition time. 
Conventionally, in Eqs. (5) and (6), J0, J1 and J2 values are replaced with 
two T2 (T2s and T2l; T2s < T2l) and two T1 (T1s and T1l; T1s < T1l) time 
constants as follows: 

T2s = (J0 + J1)
− 1
,T2l = (J1 + J2)

− 1
; (7)  

T1s = (2J1)
− 1
,T1l = (2J2)

− 1
. (8)  

and J0, J1 and J2, are as follows: 

Jm(mω0) = (2π)2 3
80

2S + 3
S2(2S − 1)

(
χ2τc

1 + (mω0τc)
2

)

(9)  

for m = 1, 2or3, where τc is the correlation time, ω0 is the Larmor fre-
quency and χ is the root-mean-square coupling constant. To obtain J0, J1 
and J2 values we utilized all experimental points from T2-TQF experi-
ments and one specific point from the T1-TQF experiments. This 
particular point corresponded to the mixing time at which the experi-
mental T1-TQF signal nearly reached its maximal intensity. This selec-
tion was due to comparatively low signal-to-noise ratio of the T1-TQF 
signals in contrast to T2-TQF signals. The next constraints were applied 
to narrow down the search space for J0, J1 and J2 values:  

i. The J0 values were varied within the range of 
[0.5 : 1.1]/[min(T2)], where min(T2) represented the minimum 
value observed in the T2 probability distribution from step 1 (ILT 
of SE experiments). This range was based on the Eq. (7) and the 
following relation:[22] (T2s)

− 1
= J0 + J1≳J0.  

ii. The J1 values were varied within the range of 
[0.8/(2 × max(T1) ) : 0.45/(min(T2) ) ], where max(T1) was the 
maximum value observed in the T1 probability distribution from 
step 1 (ILT of IR experiments). This range was based on the Eq. 
(8).  

iii. The J2 values were varied within the range of [0.05 : 1] × J1, 
where J1 was the value defined in (ii). 

The best-fitted J0, J1, J2 values were found by simultaneous imple-
mentation of the following conditions:  

i. The minimization of the root-mean-square deviation was calculated 
as followed: 

rmsd =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
1
n
∑n

k=1
[
Ssim(tk) − Sexp(tk)

]2
√

, where n was number of the 
mixing time points; Ssim and Sexp represented the simulated and experi-
mental T2-TQF signals at tk.  

ii. The long component of the transverse relaxation, T2l =

(J1 + J2)
− 1

< 1.05× max(T1), where max(T1) represented the 
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maximum value observed in the T1 probability distribution from 
step 1 (ILT of IR experiments). 

iii. The position of the simulated ST1− TQF signal with a maximal in-
tensity did not deviate by more than two in absolute value from 
the index of the maximal value in the experimental ST1− TQF array.  

iv. 
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
ηsim − ηexp

ηexp

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒ ≤ εmax, where εmax =

{
0.15for 9% Agarose

0.10for else and ηX =

[
max(ST1− TQF)

max(ST2− TQF)

]

X
. The value max(ST2− TQF) represented the maximal 

signal intensity from either experimental (X = exp) or simulated 
(X = sim) T2-TQF data. Similarly, max(ST1− TQF) indicated the 
near-maximal signal intensity from either experimental (X = exp) 
or simulated (X = sim) T1-TQF data. For the 9 % Agarose gel 
sample, εmax was set to 0.15 since T1-TQF was not collected for 
that sample. The ηexp was adjusted based on the average values of 
ηexp obtained from the 6 % and 12 % Agarose gel samples. 

Further details regarding this analysis are available in Supplemen-
tary Information, the ‘TQF data analysis’ section. 

Step 3. Third, we reanalyzed the filtered-SE and IR experimental 
data, utilizing the previously obtained values (J0,J1,J2) as constants in 
the numerical simulations. 

In the numerical analysis, three populations of sodium ions in 
agarose gels had to be considered to contribute to the filtered-SE signals: 

a. two populations (p1, p2) with mono-exponential relaxation rates: 
(T2)1, (T2)2. 

b. one population (p3b) with a bi-exponential relaxation rate, as ob-
tained in the previous section. 

Further explanation regarding this assumption is available in Sup-
plementary Information, the ‘filtered-Spin Echo (SE) data re-analysis” and 
“Inversion Recovery (IR) data re-analysis’ sections. 

The best-fitted mono-exponential relaxation times ((T2)1, (T2)2) and 
relative populations (p1, p2, p3b = 1 − p1 − p2) were found by simulta-
neous implementation of the two following conditions (four variables in 
total):  

i. The minimization of the root-mean-square deviation was calculated 
as followed: 

rmsd =
∑N

o=1
1
N

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
1
n
∑n

k=1
[
Ssim(τo; tk) − Sexp(τo; tk)

]2
√

, where n was 
number of the points; Ssim and Sexp represented the simulated and 
experimental SE signals at tk. τo represented the length of the filter and N 
the number of experiments with different lengths of the filter.  

ii. 

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒

ξsim − ξexp
ξexp

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
≤ 0.15, where ξX =

[
max(ST2− TQF)

S90

]

X
. The value max(ST2− TQF)

represented the maximal signal intensity from either experimental 
(X = exp) or simulated (X = sim) T2 − TQF data. S90 indicated the 
signal intensity from either experimental or simulated 90◦

experiment. 

For IR experiments, we reanalyzed the IR experimental data, this 
time as a function of mixing time, utilizing the previously obtained 
values (J0,J1,J2) and the relative populations (p1m,p2m,p3b) as constants 
in the numerical simulations (see above). In all the experimental IR 
curves, the normalized first point, IR(tmix=0.05ms)

IR(tmix=240ms) , deviated from − 1. To 
account for this in simulations, the flip angle of the inverse pulse was 
adjusted from 180◦ and recalculated for each experimental curve. 

In the numerical analysis, a single mono-exponential longitudinal 
value, (T1)m, was obtained from comparison of the numerical and 
simulated IR signals. Upon comparing the experimental and simulated 
IR signals, we were not able to distinguish between the cases when 
(T1)1 = (T1)2 and when (T1)1 < (T1)2. Therefore, we considered only 

the first case: (T1)m = (T1)1 = (T1)2. Only one condition was applied to 
obtain the best fitted values for (T1)1, (T1)2:  

i. Minimization of rmsd =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
1
n
∑n

k=1
[
Ssim(tk) − Sexp(tk)

]2
√

, where n was 
number of the points; Ssim and Sexp represented the simulated and 
experimental IR signals at tk. 

3. Results 

3.1. Restricted mobility of water molecules inside agarose gels 

First, we utilized 1H-based Pulse-Field-Gradient NMR (PFG-NMR) 
method [17] and measured the (translational) diffusion coefficient of 
water molecules in agarose gels with 3–15 % agarose concentrations. As 
expected, the diffusion coefficient of water molecules decreased in an 
agarose concentration-dependent manner (Fig. 1A and Supplementary 
Fig. S1), reflecting partial restriction in the translational mobility of 
water molecules at higher agarose concentrations. We then probed the 
rotational mobility of water molecules through 1H T1 relaxation mea-
surements. The dominant T1 relaxation mechanism for 1H NMR of water 
is intra- and intermolecular 1H–1H dipolar coupling, which is modulated 
by reorientational mobility of water molecules with respect to the 
external magnetic field, and in the case of intermolecular dipolar in-
teractions, also by translational mobility of water molecules affecting 
inter-proton distances. To avoid the artefacts caused by radiation 
damping, we used the standard saturation-recovery experiments for T1 
measurement of water (Fig. 1B) [14]. At 298 K, the rotational correla-
tion time (τc) of water molecules is around 1.5 ps [15,25], which 
considering a proton Larmor frequency of 400.13 MHz, hence ω =

2.514 × 109rad.s− 1 and ωτc = 3.771× 10− 3≪1, lies in the fast regime. 
In this regime of motion, an increase in τc caused by rotational mobility 
restriction is expected to reduce T1. As shown in Fig. 1C, the 1H T1 of 
water exhibits an agarose concentration-dependent decrease in T1, 
indicating the expected partial restriction in the rotational mobility of 
water molecules at gels with higher agarose concentrations. 

To further investigate the rotational mobility of water molecules, we 
also measured the natural abundance 17O T1 of water in agarose gels at 
different agarose concentrations. The 17O nucleus has a spin quantum 
number of 5/2 with a relatively large electric quadrupole moment (eQ), 
and the dominant relaxation mechanism for the 17O nuclei of water 
molecules is the orientation-dependent interaction between this electric 
quadrupole moment and the electric field gradient present at the site of 
the 17O nucleus. With τc of ~ 1.5 ps for water molecules at 298 K and 17O 
Larmor frequency of 54.243 MHz, hence the ωτc = 5.112× 10− 4≪1, the 
rotational mobility of water molecules in the reference sample (100 mM 
NaCl in water) lies well within the fast “extreme-narrowing” regime, 
hence it is expected that the inherently tri-exponential relaxation of 17O 
NMR signal collapses into a mono-exponential relaxation and the T1 
relaxation time is inversely proportional to τc [26]. In line with this 
expectation, the 17O T1 relaxation of the reference and agarose gel 
samples probed via standard inversion-recovery experiments followed a 
mono-exponential recovery (Fig. 1D), and the obtained 17O T1 relaxa-
tion time of the reference sample was 6.86 ± 0.05 ms, in excellent 
agreement with previous reports [15,27]. A similar mono-exponential 
recovery was observed in agarose gels with 3–15 % agarose concen-
tration (Fig. 1D), indicating that the water mobility averaged between 
free and agarose-bound populations of water molecules remained within 
the extreme-narrowing regime. The obtained T1 relaxation times how-
ever showed an agarose concentration-dependent decrease (Fig. 1E), 
reflecting increasing restriction in rotational mobility of water at gels 
with increasing agarose concentrations. Taken together, the 1H PFG- 
NMR and 1H and 17O T1 relaxation data demonstrated agarose 
concentration-dependent restriction in translational and rotational 
mobility of water molecules within agarose gels. 
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Fig. 1. Mobility of water molecules inside agarose gels. A. Diffusion coefficient of water molecules measured through 1H-based PFG-NMR diffusion experiments. An 
agarose concentration-dependent decrease in (translational) mobility of water molecules is observed inside agarose gels. B,C. 1H T1 relaxation times measured 
through Saturation-Recovery experiments (B) are shown in C. An agarose concentration-dependent decrease in 1H T1 relaxation times is observed, indicating a 
reduction in rotational mobility of water molecules within the fast-motion regime inside agarose gels. D,E. 17O T1 relaxation times measured through natural 
abundance Inversion-Recovery experiments (D) are shown in E. The agarose concentration-dependent decrease in 17O T1 relaxation times is consistent with a 
reduction in rotational mobility of water molecules. The more pronounced changes in 17O than 1H T1 suggests alterations in the average electric field gradients 
present at the site of 17O nuclei in dependence of agarose concentration. Error bars represent fitting errors and are generally smaller than symbol size. 

Fig. 2. Mobility of sodium ions inside agarose gels. A,B. 1D 23Na NMR spectra measured at different agarose concentrations of agarose gels (A) shows agarose 
concentration-dependent increase in the linewidth (B, FWHM: Full Width Half Maximum) and gradual deviation from single-Lorentzian shape, consistent with 
reduction in rotational mobility of sodium ions. C,D. Diffusion coefficient of sodium ions measured through 23Na-based PFG-NMR diffusion experiments. An agarose 
concentration-dependent decrease in (translational) mobility of sodium ions is observed inside agarose gels. Error bars represent fitting errors and are generally 
smaller than symbol size. 
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3.2. Retarded translational mobility of sodium ions inside agarose gels 

Next, we utilized 23Na NMR methods to probe mobility of sodium 
ions in agarose gels. The 23Na nucleus has a spin quantum number of 3/ 
2, hence possesses non-zero electric quadrupole moment and experi-
ences anisotropic quadrupolar interaction with the local electric field 
gradient. The 23Na nuclei have four energy levels with magnetic quan-
tum numbers + 3/2, +1/2, − 1/2, − 3/2, with one central transition (CT, 
+1/2 ↔ − 1/2) and one pair of satellite transitions (ST, +1/2 ↔ + 3/2 
and − 1/2 ↔ − 3/2). In isotropic media where the unrestricted rota-
tional mobility of molecules averages out the anisotropic quadrupolar 
interactions, the four energy levels are equally spaced and the three 
transitions between them are degenerate. While the averaged out 
quadrupolar interaction does not affect the energy of transitions, it re-
mains active for NMR relaxation and it is indeed typically the dominant 
relaxation mechanism for 23Na and other quadrupolar nuclei in isotropic 
environments. The quadrupolar relaxation of the degenerate transitions 
of spin 3/2 nuclei is generally characterized by a bi-exponential process, 
unless the underlying molecular motions modulating quadrupolar in-
teractions occur within the “extreme-narrowing” regime (for 23Na nuclei 

with Larmor frequency of 105.819 MHz: τc≪1/ω = 1.5ns) where the 
two relaxation times converge and the relaxation process becomes 
mono-exponential [22,28]. In the reference sample where sodium ions 
are expected to move within the extreme-narrowing regime [29], the 1D 
23Na NMR signal had a single-Lorentzian line shape in accord with its 
mono-exponential transverse relaxation (Fig. 2A). In gels with 3–15 % 
agarose concentration, however, the 23Na NMR signals appeared to 
deviate from single-Lorentzian line shape and contained a second Lor-
entzian component reflecting a partial contribution by sodium ions 
moving slower than τc of 1.5 ns. In line with the slower rotational 
mobility of sodium ions in agarose gels, an agarose concentration- 
dependent increase in the apparent line width of 23Na signals was 
observed (Fig. 2B). In addition, the (average) diffusion coefficient of 
sodium ions obtained from PFG-NMR diffusion experiments revealed 
agarose concentration-dependent retardation in their translational 
mobility (Fig. 2C,D), in accord with previous reports [11]. 

Fig. 3. Presence of sodium ions within slow motion regime inside agarose gels, detected through T2- and T1-Triple-Quantum-Filtered (TQF) 23Na NMR spectra. A. 
Pulse sequences of the T2- and T1-TQF experiments. B-G. The T2- (yellow) and T1-TQF (red) 23Na spectra of reference (B) and agarose gel samples (C-G) show the 
gradual emergence of T1- and especially T2-TQF 23Na signals, reflecting the agarose concentration-dependent increase in the population of sodium ions within slow 
motion regime. The larger T2-TQF 23Na signal intensity is rooted in its dependence on the difference between J0 and J2, which is larger than the difference between J1 

and J2 relevant for T1-TQF signal (see the text for more details). The standard 1D 23Na NMR spectra are shown in blue. Due to practical limitations, the T1-TQF 
experiment was not measured for the 9 % agarose gel sample (panel E). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to 
the web version of this article.) 
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3.3. Restricted rotational mobility of sodium ions detected through 23Na 
TQF NMR 

Subsequently, we investigated the rotational mobility of sodium ions 
within agarose gels using 23Na NMR relaxation experiments. Since the 
23Na NMR signal measured in agarose gels is an averaged signal over 
various sodium ion species moving within different motional regimes, as 
suggested above, we combined the standard Inversion-Recovery (IR) 
and filtered Spin-Echo (SE) experiments (Supplementary Fig. S3) with 
transverse and longitudinal Triple Quantum Filtered (T2-TQF and T1- 
TQF, respectively) experiments, which can directly access the sodium 
ion species moving in the slow-motion regime (Fig. 3A) [20,21]. 

The dynamics of spin 3/2 23Na nuclei in these TQF experiments can 
be best described through irreducible spherical tensor operators, by 
which the 4 × 4 density matrix can be represented as the sum of 16 
operators Tlm with ranks l = 0, 1,2, 3 and orders m = − l,⋯,+l [8,22]. 
Briefly, in T2-TQF experiments (Fig. 3A), the first 90◦ RF pulse converts 
the z-magnetization (T10) to a rank-1 single-quantum coherence (T1±1). 
Then, during the relaxation delay τ, the quadrupolar relaxation in the 
isotropic environment converts the system to a mixture of odd-ranked 
single-quantum coherences, i.e. a mixture of rank-1 and rank-3 single- 
quantum coherences (T1±1 and T3±1). The mixture with even-ranked 
single-quantum coherence (T2±1) is not allowed, unless the restricted 
rotational mobility in an anisotropic environment leads to a residual 
non-zero quadrupolar interaction [20]. Importantly, the efficient for-
mation of rank-3 single-quantum coherence (T3±1) occurs only if the 
difference between “short” (T2s, depending on spectral densities J0 and 
Jω, henceforth J0 and J1) and “long” (T2l, depending on spectral den-
sities Jω and J2ω, henceforth J1 and J2) transverse relaxation times is 
sizeable (equations (5) and (7). The second 90◦ RF pulse at the end of the 
relaxation delay τ then creates coherences with higher orders (m = ±2,
±3 , double-quantum and triple-quantum) but with the same rank 3 
(T3±2 and T3±3 , respectively). The triple-quantum coherence can then 
be conveniently selected during acquisition using appropriate phase 
cycling for RF pulses and the receiver (see section 2.2.4.2 above for a 
detailed description of the TQF experiments). A similar process occurs 
during T1-TQF experiments, except that during the relaxation delay τ, 
the rank-1 zero-quantum coherence (T10) is mixed with rank-1 and rank- 
3 zero-quantum coherences (T10 and T30) and the formation of rank-3 
zero-quantum coherence (T30) depends on the difference between 
“short” (T1s, depending on spectral density J1) and “long” (T1l, 
depending on spectral density J2) longitudinal relaxation times (equa-
tions (6) and (8) [30]. 

As expected, the reference sample did not show an appreciable 23Na 
NMR signal in T2- and T1-TQF spectra (Fig. 3B, it was around 0.2 % for 
both T2- and T1-TQF spectra, when compared with the standard 1D NMR 
spectrum). It is because sodium ions move within fast extreme- 
narrowing regime in the reference sample and consequently the 23Na 
NMR signal obeys a mono-exponential relaxation where the “short” and 
“long” components of relaxation are indistinguishable [22]. Conversely, 
in agarose gels, significant 23Na NMR signals were observed in the T2- 
TQF spectra, ranging from about 18 % to 25 % (relative to standard 1D 
NMR spectrum) in an almost agarose concentration-dependent manner 
(Fig. 3C-H). This indicates the significant presence of sodium ion species 
with slow motions and bi-exponential T2 relaxation in agarose gels. 
Significant, albeit smaller, 23Na NMR signals (ranging from about 2 % to 
4 %) were also observed in the T1-TQF spectra of agarose gels (Fig. 3C- 
H), further supporting the presence of slowly moving sodium ions inside 
them. The smaller size of T1-TQF than T2-TQF signals is rooted in their 
dependence on different spectral density terms: while the formation of 
T1-TQF signal depends on the small difference between J1 and J2, that of 
T2-TQF signal benefits the larger difference between J0 and J2 (equa-
tions (5)–(8) [22]. 

3.4. Combined single-quantum and TQF 23Na NMR approach to detect 
populations of sodium ions 

Next, we measured the longitudinal spin–lattice (T1) and transverse 
spin–spin (T2) relaxation times of 23Na ions in reference sample and 
agarose gels through standard IR and filtered SE experiments (Fig. 4A 
and B). The relaxation data measured through these standard single- 
quantum NMR methods does not distinguish between different pop-
ulations of sodium ions with fast or slow motions, instead represents an 
average relaxation behavior over those populations. On the other hand, 
the T2-TQF and T1-TQF relaxation data (Fig. 4C and D) directly probe 
the relaxation behavior of sodium ions in the slow-motion regime. 

To disentangle the separate contribution of sodium ions with fast and 
slow motions to 23Na relaxation, we therefore developed an integrative 
approach and analyzed the single-quantum IR and filtered SE data in 
combination with triple-quantum T2-TQF and T1-TQF data as follows 
(for details, see section 2.2.4.4 above and Supplementary Information): 
(i) the IR and filtered SE data were first analyzed using the Inverse 
Laplace Transform (ILT) algorithm [24]. The T1 and T2 distributions so 
obtained were used to define constraints for the subsequent step (Sup-
plementary Figs. S4 and S5 and Table S2). (ii) Under the constraints 
defined in the previous step, the T2-TQF and T1-TQF data were analyzed 
and, through comparison between experimental data and analytic so-
lutions (equations (5)–(8), the four relaxation times, T2s,T2l,T1s,T1l and 
the three corresponding spectral densities J0, J1, J2 were determined 
(Supplementary Figs. S6–S10 and Tables S3-S4). The obtained relaxa-
tion times report the bi-exponential relaxation behavior of the sodium 
ion species with slow motions and the spectral densities represent the 
characteristics of the underlying motions. Notably, the global fitting of 
T2-TQF and T1-TQF data was not achieved via a spectral density function 
with a standard single-Lorentzian shape. Instead, an excellent fit was 
obtained when a slightly modified single-Lorentzian spectral density 
function with one additional flexible parameter was used (see Supple-
mentary Figs. S6-S10 and equations S1-S4). (iii) In the last step, the IR 
and filtered SE data were numerically simulated using the spectral 
densities J0, J1, J2 and corresponding relaxation times T2s,T2l,T1s,T1l for 
the bi-exponentially relaxing sodium ions species. When no other so-
dium ion species was taken into consideration, the agreement between 
numerically simulated and experimental filtered SE data was poor 
(Supplementary Fig. S11). Similarly, with addition of only one popula-
tion of mono-exponentially relaxing species with adjustable population 
and relaxation times, the agreement between simulated and experi-
mental data was less than satisfactory (Supplementary Fig. S12). How-
ever, with two populations of mono-exponentially relaxing sodium ion 
species with adjustable populations and relaxation times, an excellent 
agreement was achieved for both the filtered SE and IR data (Supple-
mentary Figs. S13 and S14). The fitted values for populations and 
relaxation times of mono-exponentially relaxing species are included in 
Supplementary Table S5 for T2 and Table S6 for T1 relaxation times. 
Finally, the numerically simulated IR and filtered SE data based on the 
obtained fitting parameters were analyzed using the ILT algorithm. The 
obtained T1 and T2 distributions (Supplementary Figs. S15 and S16) 
were indistinguishable from the distributions derived from the same 
analysis of experimental data (Supplementary Figs. S5 and S6), sup-
porting the self-consistency of our approach. The whole picture 
regarding populations of three sodium ion species inside agarose gels 
and their relaxation times in dependence of agarose gel concentration is 
summarized in Fig. 5 and supplementary Table S7 and discussed below. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Three populations of sodium ions detected in agarose gels 

Agarose is a linear uncharged polysaccharide, which can form three- 
dimensional networks as gels [7]. The average size of pores inside 
agarose gel varies with agarose concentration but is expected to be in the 
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range of tens to hundreds of nanometer at 3–15 % agarose concentration 
studied here [11]. The 1H and 17O NMR diffusion and T1 relaxation data 
showed that water molecules experience significant restriction in the 
translational and rotational mobility of water molecules in an agarose- 
concentration-dependent manner (Fig. 1). The retarded mobility of 
water molecules in agarose gels is caused by their transient interactions 
(mainly hydrogen bonding) with the hydroxyl groups on the surface of 

agarose molecules and the decelerated collective mobility of hydrogen- 
bonded network of water molecules inside the pores. Previous NMR 
reports have detected small adsorption of anions (here, chloride ions) 
but not cations (here sodium ion) to agarose molecules inside gels [9]. 
Nevertheless, the altered dynamics of water molecules especially in the 
(first and second) solvation shell of sodium ions, is expected to perturb 
the mobility of sodium ions and the local electric field gradient they 

Fig. 4. Rotational mobility of sodium ions inside agarose gels monitored through 23Na NMR relaxation experiments: A. Inversion-Recovery (IR), B. filtered Spin-Echo 
(SE), C. T2-Triple-Quantum-Filtered (TQF), and D. T1-TQF. The filtered SE data are shown for filter delay of 0.1 s as an example (B). In C and D, the x-axis (τ) 
represents relaxation delay, as shown in the related pulse sequences (see Fig. 3A). Due to practical limitations, the T1-TQF measurement was not performed for the 9 
% agarose gel sample. 

Fig. 5. Populations of sodium ions inside agarose gels (A) and their corresponding longitudinal, T1 (B) and transverse, T2 (C) relaxation times, derived from an 
integrated analysis of single-quantum (IR and filtered SE) and T1- and T2-Triple-Quantum-Filtered (TQF) 23Na relaxation. Three populations are detected: one species 
with bi-exponential relaxation behavior (represented by two relaxation times, short Tis and long Til, i: 1, 2) and two species with mono-exponential T2 relaxation 
behavior. The two mono-exponentially relaxing species could not be distinguished based on their T1 relaxation. No significant agarose concentration dependence in 
populations is observed (A), but the T1 (B) and T2 (C) relaxation times exhibit pronounced agarose concentration dependence. Error bars represent fitting errors. 
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experience. In line with this expectation, the translational diffusion 
coefficient of sodium ions decreased in agarose gels (Fig. 2), and the T1- 
and especially T2-Triple-Quantum-Filtered (TQF) data revealed the 
emergence of a new species of sodium ions in agarose gels within the 
slow-motion regime (Fig. 3). Through combination of single-quantum 
and triple-quantum 23Na NMR relaxation data, we were able to iden-
tify three populations of sodium ions: (1) a population with bi- 
exponential relaxation roughly representing 30–40 % of total sodium 
ions. The population of this species showed little, if any, agarose con-
centration dependence, however both the T1 (T1s and T1l) and T2 (T2s 
and T2l) relaxation times of this species exhibited clear agarose 
concentration-dependent decreases (Fig. 5). The bi-exponential relaxa-
tion of this species indicates that the correlation time τc of fluctuations in 
the anisotropic quadrupolar interaction as the dominant 23Na relaxation 
mechanism of sodium ions is slower than 1/ω = 1.5ns. This is consistent 
with a previously reported τc of 12 ns in 2.4 % agarose gel [11]. Due to 
the lack of accurate data on the quadrupolar coupling constant of (hy-
drated) sodium ions inside agarose gels at various concentrations, our 
data does not allow providing a reliable estimate of τc. (2) a major 
population with mono-exponential relaxation approximately amounting 
to 50–60 % of total sodium ions (shown in Fig. 5 in blue). This sodium 
ion species exhibits a concentration-dependent effect of agarose on T1 
and particularly T2, with T2 ≪ T1, suggesting a significant deviation 
from the fast extreme-narrowing regime which would otherwise impli-
cate T2 ≅ T1. The exact physical mechanism reconciling the mono- 
exponential relaxation behavior with T2 ≪ T1 is unclear at this stage, 
but a similar effect was recently observed in other porous materials and 
attributed to anisotropic motions [12]. (3) a minor population with 
mono-exponential relaxation representing the remaining 10 % of total 
sodium ions (shown in Fig. 5 in red). This species is indistinguishable in 
T1 relaxation from the previous species and in general is less affected by 
the presence of agarose gels than the other two species. Therefore, this 
species is more likely to be present in the center of pores where they can 
reside in the largest distance from agarose molecules. Nevertheless, they 
still experience an agarose concentration-dependent decrease in their T1 
and T2, reflecting their increasingly decelerated motion. Besides, the T2 
of this sodium ion species is smaller than its T1 at all the studied agarose 
gels, indicating a deviation from fast extreme-narrowing regime of 
motion. The deviation however seems not to be large enough to lead to 
an experimentally detectable bi-exponential relaxation. Further insight 
on the physical mechanisms behind the behavior of these three species 
of sodium ions, especially species 2, remains to be provided by future 
studies. 

It is worth noting that there are several modes of motion, which 
modulate the anisotropic interaction between the electric quadrupole of 
23Na ions and the local electric field gradient (EFG) present at the site of 
23Na nuclei. The reorientational dynamics of hydrated 23Na ions at pico- 
to-nanosecond timescale is one but not the only motion modulating this 
anisotropic interaction. Other modes of molecular motion could lead to 
EFG fluctuations and thereby modulate the quadrupolar interactions, e. 
g. motions of water molecules in the first and second hydration shells of 
sodium ions and the exchange of water molecules between hydration 
shells and bulk water or water near the surface of agarose gels can result 
in relaxation-active quadrupolar interactions. Interestingly, a recent 
study has shown quantitatively that the sub-picosecond EFG fluctuations 
associated to collective dynamics of water molecules and the associated 
solution structure relaxation underlies 23Na NMR relaxation in electro-
lyte solutions in a broad range of temperatures and ion concentrations 
[31]. Another source of EFG fluctuations is the lateral and radial diffu-
sion of sodium ions along or perpendicular to the surface of agarose 
chains, which provided that the correlation time of resultant EFG fluc-
tuations is fast enough, can be 23Na relaxation-active. 

4.2. Potential applications of the combined single-quantum and TQF 23Na 
NMR approach 

Many cellular functions occur inside the crowded and often confined 
environment of membrane-less compartments formed through phase 
separation. Frequently, the multivalent electrostatic interactions, e.g. 
between negatively charged ribonucleic acids (RNAs) and positively 
charged fragments of protein, are the main driving force for the for-
mation and stabilization of these compartments [3]. The presence of 
ions in these environments can alter the stability of these compartments 
and also influence the functional dynamics of biomolecules residing in 
them [4]. Considering that macromolecules occupy 10–40 % of total 
cellular volume (corresponding to a concentration of around 100–300 
mg/mL), the upper limit concentration of 15 % agarose used in our study 
(corresponding to a concentration of 150 mg/mL) lies reasonably well 
within the range of crowdedness found inside cells [32]. The integrative 
23Na NMR approach presented here is a potentially powerful tool to 
monitor the dynamics of sodium and other biologically relevant spin-3/ 
2 ions (like 35Cl) inside biomolecular condensates and characterize their 
potential regulatory roles in health and particularly disease states. 
Another potential application as a complementary tool is in monitoring 
electrolyte dynamics, e.g. in relation with sodium ion battery develop-
ment technologies [33]. 

5. Conclusion 

To summarize, we have studied sodium ion dynamics inside agarose 
gels through 23Na NMR relaxation. A new integrative approach is 
developed through combination of single- and triple-quantum 23Na 
NMR relaxation data. Following this approach, we were able to disen-
tangle the contribution of mono- and bi-exponential relaxing sodium ion 
species. Three populations of sodium ions were identified inside agarose 
gels, which their dynamics were differentially perturbed by agarose gels. 
Our study sheds light on the heterogeneity of sodium ion dynamics in-
side agarose gels and provides a new tool for monitoring dynamics of 
sodium and other spin-3/2 ions (e.g. chloride) in crowded, condensed or 
confined media. 
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